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DIRECTIONS IN ARGICUL TURAL MECHANICS 
FOR THE EIGHTIES 

Dr. Glenn Shinn, Mississippi State University, 
program coordinator for the 1 981 Southern 
Region Agricultural Education Conference 
organized and edited a video tape presentation 
based on responses to a series of questions. 
The Visitor is pleased to present the edited 
responses to selected issues by Thomas A. 
Hoerner, Iowa State University; Billy Harrell , 
Sam Houston State University ; Clinton 0 . 
Jacobs, University of Arizona; and W. Forrest 
Bear, University of Minnesota. 

WHAT ARE THE KEY ISSUES FACING 
AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS IN THE 80'S? 

HOERNER: The major issue in agricultural 
mechanics is meeting occupational needs of 
high school students in the areas of agricultural 
machinery , agricultural power, machinery 
management, electrification , and soil and water 
conservation . More specifically , operation , 
service and maintenance skills in power and 
machinery must be stressed. One of the key 
words . . in today 's agriculture is "manage
ment. " Today's agriculturist . . . must 
possess management skills . Electricity plays a 
major role in the operation of today 's modern 
farm . Soil and water conservation was 
mentioned (as an occupational area) because we 
in agri_s:ultural mechanics are directly involved 
in tillage, planting , spraying and harvesting. 

JACOBS: There is need for continued 
emphasis upon mechanization of agriculture pro
duction operations , especially in harvesting 
equipment. It has been said that unless the crop 
can be harvested mechanically , it may disappear 
from the counters of the supermarket. Also, 
there is bound to be a continued increase in the 
substitution of electrical energy for the fossil 
fuels in production operations . I question how 
we are going to service the solid state and elec
trical components of this machinery . In Arizona, 
we face an issue that agricultural industry does 
not look to vocational agriculture as a source of 
employable persons possessing entry level 
skills. Yes, they have heard of the FFA, but 
could it be that we have been giving lip service to 
training for occupations? 

HARRELL: The agricultural industry must 
strive to reduce the cost of production , 
especially the cost of energy. This will have an 
effect on several areas in agricultural mechanics 
including farm machinery, electric power, struc
tures, and environmental control. 

BEAR : The " Science with Practice " 
philosophy should return to agricultural 

mechanics. Each teacher should become 
acquainted wth the 3 A's concept. The relevant 
"hands on " segment is also needed for proper 
balance. This need extends from the high school 
classroom to the University preservice courses 
for Vo-Ag teachers. 

HOW MUCH TOTAL TIME SHOULD BE 
DEVOTED TO AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS 

IN A FOUR YEAR VO-AG PROGRAM? 
BEAR: I would say 40 to 60 percent 

depending on the type of agriculture and size of 
instructional staff. When we look at the invest
ment in agricultural machinery, buildings , and 
processing equipment, a great percentage of 
the time should be devoted to agricultural 
mechanics and the economic management of 
these resources. 

HOERNER: I recommend 25 to 40 percent of 
the total ag instruction to be agricultural 
mechanics. This keeps the total instructional 
program in balance ... animal science, crops and 
soils , farm management and agricultural 
mechanics. 

JACOBS: In Arizona, we recommend the core 
curriculum of ag science and ag mechanics for 
the 9th and 1Oth grades with a 50-50 time split. 
We also recommend a two hour block of time 
and specialization for the 11 th and 1 2th grades 
in one of the three areas; ag production manage
ment, horticulture or agricultural mechanics. We 
believe that advanced instruction should be 
included in the specialized curricula. 

HARRELL: 1 00 percent. Not really! Students 
who are preparing for a career in power 
machinery or other areas of agricultural 
mechanics need an understanding of agriculture 
as an industry. I feel that 25 to 30 percent of the 
time in Ag I and Ag II, is sufficient as a base. This 
could be increased for Ag Ill , and if Ag IV is 
offered, 60 to 70 percent of the time could be 
effectively spent in agricultural mechanics. The 
actual amount of time needed depends on the 
program and it's location . 

WHAT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY IN 
DEVELOPING MECHANICS COMPETENCIES 

FOR TEACHERS IN HORTICULTURE, 
FORESTRY, AGRI-BUSINESS AND 

OTHER SPECIALIZED FIELDS? 
JACOBS: The coordinator of a specialized 

vocational program should have first 
experienced the administration of a successful 
traditional program. We must maintain a strong 
undergraduate teacher education program 



which includes agricultural mechanics. We 
should utilize the expertise of business , industry 
and educational employees in designing the 
specialized training program. 

HOERNER: Even though we have few 
specialized programs in Iowa, we have a respon
sibility to those interested students to pwvide 
them with these mechanics competencies. Our 
greatest thrust in the past has been through in
service education to help teachers acquire the 
competencies for specialized mechanic areas. 

BEAR: We have the responsibility to plan and 
share in the teaching of these mechanics com
petencies . Teacher-educators can assemble 
lessons from present courses and possibly 
organize new curricula as the specialized areas 
develop and there is a demand. 

HARRELL: Horticulture, forestry, and other 
specialized programs offer a real possibility for 
us to expand ag mechanics programs ... two 
ways this could be done are: (1) Offer a 
specialized 1 , 2 or 3 hour course that is based 
on the ag mechanics competencies needed by 
persons preparing to enter the specific career; 
(2) Offer a shotgun type course that covers a full 
range of subject matter in ag mechanics for non 
AgEd majors. This would probably be the least 
effective of the two methods. Specialized train
ing for 11th and 1 2th grade students should 
result in a higher percentage of the vo-ag 
students being employed in the areas related to 
their training. This is what vocational education 
is. 

JACOBS: I have already indicated my support 
for a specialized option for 11 th and 1 2th 
graders. The degree of specialization should be 
geared for entry level employment and for fur
ther education at the post-secondary technical 
school. Competencies to be developed must be 
based upon those required for entry employ
ment. I believe that many of the competencies 
required for agricultural production will prove 
necessary for those students entering ag
business, horticulture or other specialized 
areas. If we are to eliminate any one area, soil 
and water management is where I would make 
the reduction and place more emphasis in power 
and machinery, agricultural structures and basic 
skills. 

HOW CAN AN EFFECTIVE SAFETY 
PROGRAM BE DEVELOPED? 

HOERNER: We need a stronger emphasis in 
our skill development courses, particularly on 
safe operation of tools and equipment. Safety is 
an attitude and we must practice safety just like 
we practice to properly operate power tools. 
Secondly, we need to spend more time on 
safety instruction in planning, organizing, and 
teaching agriculturally mechanics courses. We 
need to discuss safety in the high school pro
gram. Emphasis needs to be placed on in
service education in organizing and carrying out 
safety instruction. 

JACOBS: One of the most effective ways to 
develop a safety program at the local level is to 
change attitudes. Everyone considers 
themselves an expert on safety. Safety is a state 

of mind and 1s affected by attitudes. Developing 
a positive attitude towards safety is an important 
ingredient in any safety program . It starts with 
the teacher and is reflected in the condition of 
the lavoratory and what is expected of the 
students ... 

HARRELL: Safety is the most important thing 
we teach and probably one of the most difficult 
because safety is largely an attitude. Our 
attitude toward safety is probably our most 
effective instructional aid . If we practice the 
safety precautions that we recommend and if our 
laboratories are properly equipped with 
appropriate safety features , our students will be 
encouraged to develop a similar safety program . 
.. "We·tend to teach as we have been taught." 

BEAR: I believe we need to teach safety to our 
VoAg instructors by exposing them to both pre
service and in-service courses which are taught 
in a safe manner. You cannot turn safety instruc
tion on and off. Safety is definitely a " Do as I do", 
not "Do as I say" situation. 

SHOULD WE EMPHASIZE SKILL DEVELOP
MENT OR PROJECT CONSTRUCTION IN THE 
AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS CURRICULUM? 

HOERNER: I definitely favor skill development 
type of instruction. Our students are employable 
after going through our programs because of 
skills, abilities, and understandings they have 
developed, not (the number of) feed bunks, 
small buildings or loading chutes they have con
structed. There should be a project phase in 
all units but only to direct skilled development. 
The project phase aids the students in applying 
the skills and abilities learned. However, too 
many times, I have observed students con
structing large projects without having the 
necessary basic skills . This leads to poor quality 
construction , safety concerns and poor public 
relations with parents and the general public . 

JACOBS: I believe the skill development 
activities should always terminate in project 
application even at the 9th and 1Oth grades. The 
student is seldom provided the opportunity to 
apply the skill to a construction, maintenance or 
repair situation . 

HARRELL: Skill development is enhanced 
through project activities . The FFA motto, Learn 
By Doing, should be followed in all ag mechanics 
instruction. A skill that has been applied is more 
apt to be retained and this strengthens the ag 
mechanics program. 

BEAR: I like to think of " required" projects or 
activities versus "approved" projects or 
activities ... The major point is to develop the 
skills and while maintaining student interest. I 
recommend 2/3's of the time on required 
activities and 1 /3 on approved activities. In some 
of the double period courses , 11th and 12th 
grade classes, these percentages could be 
changed . 



IS SUPERVISED OCCUPATIONAL 
EXPERIENCE (SOE) NECESSARY FOR 

STUDENTS IN AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS? 

JACOBS: SOE is definitely an essential part of 
the ag mechanics program. 

HARRELL: I believe SOE can be viable for 
students interested in agricultural mechanics. 
Well-planned SOE programs in industry can pro
vide real world experiences in dealing with peo
ple and other job activities that are impossible to 
obtain in the classroom or laboratory situation . 
The students will also have access to the latest 
equipment that is being utilized by industry. 

BEAR: I believe that SOE is as important for 
the ag mechanics student as for those studying 
crops or livestock. 

HOERNER: Definitely , SOE programs help 
students to apply what has been learned in the 
classroom and laboratory. Well planned and 
organized SOE programs can be meaningful and 
effective in ag mechanics as others, maybe 
more so because we cannot duplicate some of 
the tools and equipment and experiences that 
students have on the job. 

SHOULD THE NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL 
MECHANICS CONTEST INFLUENCE 

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT OR SHOULD 
CURRICULUM DICTATE TO THE CONTEST? 

HARRELL: The contest should be based on 
curriculum recommended for vocational 
agriculture . Since the contest is national in 
scope , there will be differences in emphasis in 
certain states . It does encourage teachers to 
teach subject matter that they would not teach if 
it were not included in the contest. This is the 
reason that so many Ag Mechanics educators 
and Ag Engineering professors are willing to 
dedicate the time and effort that it takes to 
develop and conduct the contest. Our reward is 
the improvement of course content in ag 
mechanics in local high schools . 

BEAR: I believe the factors influencing 
agricultural production and employment should 
determine curriculum in agricultural mechanics. 
If curriculum does not reflect essential 
knowledge and skills , the agricultural mechanics 
contest should lead the way to change in cur
riculums. If the contest is not assessing essen
tial knowledge and skills , then our curriculum 
should provide direction for the contest. 

HOERNER: This is rather difficult to answer, 
and maybe it really doesn 't matter. However; I 
feel curriculum determines the contest, but the 
contest can lead and provide emphasis for our 
curriculum . In Iowa, we use our state contest as 
a way to introduce new ideas in areas such as 
metrics in ag mechanics , diesel tractor service 
and the ground fault circuit interrupter. I feel the 
contest has placed emphasis on unit areas in the 
correct priority. 

JACOBS: Ideally curriculum should determine 
content of contests and curriculum should be 
developed based upon information obtained 
from job analysis studies. Probably more than 
any one single effort the National Ag Mechanics 
Contest has helped to solidify the curriculum 

thought of a large group of professional 
educators in agricultural education and 
agricultural engineering . National FFA Bulletin #4 
is evidence of this thinking . 

We have appreciated this opportunity to 
discuss issues and hope that we have given 
others something to think about in regard to 
directions for agricultural mechanics for the 
1980's. 
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